Contrast sensitivity through hybrid diffractive, Fresnel, and refractive prisms.
Fresnel and wedge-shaped refractive prisms are used diagnostically and therapeutically in clinical practice. This article extends the study on the effect of prisms on visual acuity to the effect on contrast sensitivity by membrane Fresnel (F), refractive (R), and newly designed hybrid diffractive (C) prisms (ComPrisms), which combine a wedge-shaped refractive prism with a diffractive element. Vistech contrast sensitivity function (CSF) Charts A, B, and C were used to measure the monocular and binocular contrast sensitivity of 21 and 20 subjects, respectively. CSF was measured without prisms (U), through the hybrid diffractive prisms, membrane Fresnel prisms, and acrylic refractive prisms in powers of 20delta, 30delta, and 40delta. Repeated measures analysis of variance calculations resulted in significant main effects in contrast sensitivity across prism types, prism powers, and between monocular and binocular measurements. Results of the Scheffé test for all possible contrast sensitivity comparisons between spatial frequencies are provided. It was found that as prism power increased from 20delta to 40delta, the rate of reduction in area under the CSF curve of ComPrisms became half that of the refractive and Fresnel prisms. Although all three prism types reduced contrast sensitivity with respect to the unaided condition, the ComPrisms at all powers provided significantly better contrast sensitivity than the refractive or Fresnel prisms of equivalent power. Significant binocular summations in contrast sensitivity were found without prisms and across all prism types and powers.